The

Italia Collection

Inspired by Italy. Made in Britain

The Italia Collection from Katell is an exciting range of electric suites featuring a stunning range of electric fires and fuel
beds inluding the Optimyst flame effect. This collection really has to be seen to appreciate how realistic, atmospheric &
stunning the flame effects are. Whether you are changing an existing fireplace or installing a new one, the Italia Collection,
a stunning addition to Katell’s best-selling Electric Suite range.
Choose from a beautiful Stone effect, a Natural Oak wood finish or a subtle Sandstone design to complement your existing
room decor, or take the opportunity to try something different with our brand new finish - the contemporary Terrano Grey
with its subtle hues.
There is a fireplace in this range to suit every property type and every room setting to create a welcoming, focal point with
great visual impact. Designed and manufactured in the UK to the highest quality you would expect from one of the UK’s
leading fireplace manufacturers, you won’t be disappointed with an electric suite from the Italia Collection.
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Amalfi

Product Description

Shown in Terrano Grey finish with a high gloss Charcoal chamber, the Amalfi electric suite with its subtle
curved detail creates an impressive focal point perfect for any living room. Suitable for flat wall fixing this
electric suite does not require a chimney.

Key Features
Shown in Terrano Grey finish with matching hearth
Supplied with High Gloss Charcoal Acrylic Inglenook Chamber Opening
Deep realistic fuel bed area with full height and width flame area
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning flame effect with a choice of colours, featuring a realistic ceramic log effect fuel bed
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Varese

Product Description

Shown in Sandstone finish with a high gloss black chamber, the Varese electric suite features a curved
silhouette to complement the smooth chamber opening. Suitable for flat wall fixing this electric suite does
not require a chimney.

Key Features
Shown in Sandstone finish with matching hearth
Supplied with High Gloss Black Acrylic Inglenook Chamber Opening
Deep realistic fuel bed area with full height and width flame area
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning flame effect with a choice of colours, featuring a realistic ceramic log effect fuel bed
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Sorrento

Product Description

Shown in Sandstone finish with a high gloss black chamber, the Sorrento electric suite with its landscape
design and oblique edges, makes a striking centerpiece for any living area. Suitable for flat wall fixing this
electric suite does not require a chimney.

Key Features
Shown in Sandstone finish with matching hearth
Supplied with High Gloss Black Acrylic Inglenook Chamber Opening
Deep realistic fuel bed area with full height and width flame area
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning flame effect with a choice of colours, featuring a realistic ceramic log effect fuel bed
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Milan

Product Description

Shown in White finish with a high gloss black chamber, the contemporary Milan electric suite with its bold
contrast, will make a striking centerpiece for any living area. Suitable for flat wall fixing this electric suite
does not require a chimney.

Key Features
Shown in White finish with matching hearth
Supplied with High Gloss Black Acrylic Inglenook Chamber Opening
Deep realistic fuel bed area with full height and width flame area
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning flame effect with a choice of colours, featuring a realistic ceramic log effect fuel bed
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Genoa

Product Description

Shown in White with matt black chamber, the Genoa Electric Suite features intricate detail and traditional
design making it an ideal product for a sophisticated living area. Suitable for flat wall fixing this electric
suite does not require a chimney.

Key Features
Shown in White finish with matching hearth
Supplied with Matt Black Ribbed Chamber Opening
1kw and 2kw heat settings
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning, realistic, clean smoke flame effect using Optimyst technology
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Napoli

Product Description

The Terrano Grey finish on the Napoli gives a real warmth to this electric suite, combined with the realistic
grey slate effect chamber this is the ideal fireplace for a modern room setting. Suitable for flat wall fixing this
electric suite does not require a chimney.

Key Features
Shown in Terrano Grey finish with matching hearth. Also available in Sandstone finish
Supplied with realistic Grey Slate effect Chamber Opening
1kw and 2kw heat settings
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning, realistic, clean smoke flame effect using Optimyst technology
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Napoli

Product Description

Shown in Sandstone finish combined with the realistic grey slate effect chamber, the Napoli is the ideal
fireplace for a modern room setting. Suitable for flat wall fixing this electric suite does not require a chimney.

Key Features
Shown in Sandstone finish with matching hearth. Also available in Sandstone finish
Supplied with realistic Grey Slate effect Chamber Opening
1kw and 2kw heat settings
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning, realistic, clean smoke flame effect using Optimyst technology
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Siena

Product Description

Shown in Sandstone finish the Siena electric suite is also available in Natural Oak finish. Both have a high
gloss charcoal grey chamber which reflects the realistic flame effect. The arched detail and contrasting
materials make this an interesting focal point for any living room. Suitable for flat wall fixing this electric
suite does not require a chimney.

Key Features
Shown in Sandstone finish with matching hearth
Supplied with High Gloss Charcoal Acrylic Inglenook Chamber Opening
1kw and 2kw heat settings
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning, realistic, clean smoke flame effect using Optimyst technology
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Siena

Product Description

Shown in Natural Oak finish the Siena electric suite is also available in Sandstone finish. Both have a high
gloss charcoal grey chamber which reflects the realistic flame effect. The arched detail and contrasting
materials make this an interesting focal point for any living room. Suitable for flat wall fixing this electric
suite does not require a chimney.

Key Features
Shown in Natural Oak finish with Charcoal Grey matching hearth
Supplied with High Gloss Black Acrylic Inglenook Chamber Opening
1kw and 2kw heat settings
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning, realistic, clean smoke flame effect using Optimyst technology
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Verona

Product Description

Shown in Sandstone effect, the Verona electric suite is also available in White. Both have a high gloss black
chamber, clean simple lines and are perfect for a modern space. As with all of the other products in the Italia
range it really has to be seen to be believed. Suitable for flat wall fixing this electric suite does not require a
chimney.

Key Features
Shown in Sandstone finish with matching hearth. Also available in White finish.
Supplied with High Gloss Black Acrylic Inglenook Chamber Opening
1kw and 2kw heat settings
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning, realistic, clean smoke flame effect using Optimyst technology
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Verona

Product Description

Shown in White, the Verona electric suite is also available in White. Both have a high gloss black chamber,
clean simple lines and are perfect for a modern space. As with all of the other products in the Italia range it
really has to be seen to be believed. Suitable for flat wall fixing this electric suite does not require a chimney.

Key Features
Shown in White finish with matching hearth. Also available in White finish.
Supplied with High Gloss Black Acrylic Inglenook Chamber Opening
1kw and 2kw heat settings
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning, realistic, clean smoke flame effect using Optimyst technology
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Vittoria

Product Description

The Vittoria electric suite has simple lines and subtle detailing, a modern day classic. Finished in a
Sandstone effect, with a realistic 3D red brick chamber that gives real depth to this electric suite. Suitable for
flat wall fixing this electric suite does not require a chimney.

Key Features

Shown in Sandstone finish with matching hearth

Supplied with realistic 3D Red Brick Chamber Opening
1kw and 2kw heat settings
Thermostatic control to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
Suitable for flat wall fixing
Stunning, realistic, clean smoke flame effect using Optimyst technology
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Capri 16”
Product Description

Available in Polished Chrome Cast and Antique Brass Cast, the Capri is an exciting new inset Electric Fire
with a stunning realist flame effect. With a choice of four mood settings, this Electric Fire is sure to set the
perfect atmosphere.

Key Features
Choice of realistic log or coal fuel bed
Exciting new flame effect with four mood settings
Two generous heat settings - 0.5kw and 1.5kw heat settings
Thermostatic control with timer to create and maintain a comfortable room temperature
High level side buttons for easy access
Available in Polished Chrome or Antique Brass
Remote Controlled flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Dimensions
ALL MEASUREMENTS IN MM

Model

Amalfi
Varese
Sorrento
Milan

Page
4
5
6
7

Height
1030
975
855
910

Width

Depth

1220
1240
1320
1355

400
380
400
350

Genoa
Napoli
Napoli Sandstone
Siena
Siena Oak
Verona
Verona White
Vittoria

8
9
10
11
12
13
13
15

1110
979
979
970
970
1010
1010
999

1240
1210
1210
1156
1156
1260
1260
1178

400
400
400
415
415
408
408
390

Capri

16

594

482

75

Dimensions shown for each product are as accurate as possible. However, there may be slight variances due to the manufacturing process.

All Katell product design is copyright. Katell’s policy of continual improvement means that we reserve the right to alter designs,
specifications or withdraw products from general sale.
The finishes shown in each photograph are meant to act as a guide, and are subject to the limitations of the printing process.
Dimensions shown for each product are as accurate as possible; however there may be slight variances due to the manufacturing
process. Special sizes and finishes are available; however there are limitations on the type of changes that can be made to a product.
Please contact Katell via your local stockist to check that your requirements can be met, prior to placing an order.
Katell recommend that the installation of our products is carried out by a professional installer, if you have any queries regarding the
installation of any Katell product, please do not hesitate to contact us.
All of the electric suites in the Italia collection are suitable for flat wall fixing. Special size electric suites can be manufactured please
contact your local stockist for more details.
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Contact Us
Isobel Boyle - Scotland
Tel: 07841 416789 Email: ib@katell.co.uk
Colin Blair - North East, North West, North
Wales & Yorkshire
Tel: 07753 670550 Email: cb@katell.co.uk
David Brewer - East Anglia, East, West, &
South Midlands
Tel: 07740 815663 Email: db@katell.co.uk
Mark Griffiths - South East, South West &
South Wales
Tel: 07975 996723 Email: mg@katell.co.uk

Katell Limited

478-480 Durham Way North, Aycliffe Industrial Park
Newton Aycliffe, Co. Durham DL5 6HP
Tel: (01325) 379060 Fax: (01325) 309120
Email: sales@katell.co.uk

www.katell.co.uk
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Katell is a division of the Charlton & Jenrick Group
www.charltonandjenrick.co.uk

